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A computational method for the full, steady, 20, compressible Navier-Stokes equations is evaluated. The 
method is hybrid in the sense that it can be used equally well for the steady Euler equations. An upwind 
finite volume technique is applied for the discretization of the convective terms in the Navier-Stokes equa
tions. For the diffusive terms, a central finite volume technique is applied. As a basic scheme to solve the 
nonlinear system of discretized equations, symmetric point Gauss-Seidel relaxation is used. Herein, one or 
more Newton steps are used for the collective relaxation of the four unknowns in each finite volume. Non
linear multigrid is applied as an acceleration technique. The process is started by nested iteration. The 
difficulty in inverting a higher-order accurate operator is by-passed by using defect correction as an outer 
iteration for the nonlinear multigrid cycling. Computational results are presented for a sub- and supersonic 
flat plate flow, the latter with an oblique shock wave impinging on the boundary layer. The multigrid tech
nique appears to be efficient and reliable results are obtained. 
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Note: This work was supported by the European Space Agency (ESA), via Avions Marcel Dassault -
Breguet Aviation (AMO-BA). It has been presented at the HERMES Hypersonic Research Program Meeting, 
November 23-25, 1987, Stuttgart. The present report is a synopsis of two detailed reports which are to 
appear [9, 10]. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Mainly based on existing computational methods for the Euler equations, several Navier-Stokes 
methods have been developed recently [l, 16, 17, 20]. Based on our Euler method [4, 6, 7, 8, 11, 18, 
19] we followed the same approach [9, 10]. Our first objective was the efficient and accurate computa
tion of laminar, steady, 2D, compressible flows at practically relevant (i.e. high) Reynolds numbers, 
but (still) subsonic or low-supersonic Mach numbers. The non-isenthalpic Euler code developed ear
lier appeared to be a good starting point for this purpose. 

2. FLOW MODEL 

The Navier-Stokes equations considered are 

2.&Jl + ~--1 {~ + ~}=o ax ay Re ax ay ' (2.1) 

with f (q) and g(q) the convective fiux vectors, Re the Reynolds number, and r(q) and s(q) the 
diffusive flux vectors. As state vector q we consider the conservative vector q = (p,pu,pv,pe), With for 
the total energy e the perfect gas relation e = pl(p(y-1))+ V2(u 2 +v2). The primitive quantities used 
so far are: the ratio of specific heats y, density p, pressure p and the velocity components u and v. The 
quantity y is assumed to be constant. The convective flux vectors are defined by 

pu 
pu2+p 

f (q) = puv • g(q) = 

pu(e +pip) 

the diffusive flux vectors by 

0 

r(q) = 
'rxy 
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with Pr the Prandtl number, c the speed of sound (for a perfect gas c = Vyp/p), and with T.m T~ 
and TlY. the viscous stresses. Assuming the diffusion coefficients to be constant and Stokes' hypothesis 
to hold, the stresses are written as 

4 au 2 av 
'Txx = 3 ax - 3 ay' (2.4a) 

3. DISCRETIZATION METHOD 

(2.4b) 

(2.4c) 

To still allow Euler flow (1/ Re =O) solutions with discontinuities, the equations are discretized in the 
integral form. A straightforward and simple discretization of the integral form is obtained by subdi
viding the integration region 0 into quadrilateral finite volumes Oi,j• and by requiring that the conser
vation laws hold for each finite volume separately: 

l (j(q)nx + g(q)ny)ds - ~e f (r(q)nx + s(q)n1 )ds = 0, "ii,j. (3.1) 
a v a~ 

For the evaluation of the convective flux vectors we make use of the rotational invariance of the 
Navier-Stokes equations. We do not do so for the diffusive flux vectors. Given our simple central 
discretization of diffusive terms, use of rotational invariance for the latter is hardly advantageous. 
Thus, the discretized equations become 

l T- 1(nx,ny)f(T(nx,ny)q)ds - ~e J (r(q)nx + s(q)n1 )ds = 0, "ii,j, (3.2) 
a v ao,j 

with T(nx,ny) the rotation matrix 
1 0 0 0 
0 nx n1 0 

T= 0 -n1 nx 0 · (3.3) 

0 0 0 1 

3.1 Evaluation of convective fluxes 
For convection dominated flows, our objective, a proper evaluation of the convective flux vectors is of 
paramount importance. Based on previous experience, for this we prefer an upwind approach. Follow
ing the Godunov principle, along each finite volume wall we assume the convective flux vector to be 
constant, and to be determined by a constant left and right state only. 

3.1.1. Approximation of left and right state. The approximation of the left and right state determines 
the accuracy of the convective discretization. First- and higher-order accurate discretizations can be 
made [4]. Considering for instance the numerical flux function (j(q));+v,,· = f(q~+v,,j,qf+v,,j), where 
the superscripts l and r refer to the left and right side of volume wall abt+l/i,j (Fig. 3.1), first-order 
accuracy is obtained by taking 

,.1+'~ · = q· · and 'f.i ,,,] '·l' 

(;+l/i,j = q;+l,j· 

J 
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/ 
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Fig. 3.1. Volume wall a0;+11>,j· 

(3.4a) 

(3.4b) 



Higher-order accuracy can simply be obtained with the ic-schemes as introduced by van Leer [13]: 

I - l+1e I-JC q;+11i,j - q;,j+-4-(q;+I,j - q;,j) + - 4-(q;,j -q;-1,j), and (3.5a) 

r _ l+K( 1-K 
q;+lfl,j -q;+I,j + -4- qi,j - q;+1,j) + - 4-(q;+I,j -qi+2,j), (3.5b) 

with KER ranging from"= -1 (fully one-sided upwind) to K = I (central). 
In [10] an optimal value for K is found by giving an error analysis, using as model equation 

~ + ~ - £( a2u + a2u + a2u) = 0 
ax ay ax2 axay ay2 . 

(3.6) 

On a grid ~th constant mesh _size. h, a finite volume discretization which uses the JC-approximation for 
the C?nvective terms and which is second-order central for the diffusive terms, yields as modified 
equation 

~ + ~ - £( a2u + a2u + a2u) + h2 ic-1/3 ( a3u + a3u) + (3.7) 
ax ay ax2 axay ay2 4 ax3 ay3 

+ h3( 1e- l - _1 .!.)( a4u + a4u) + 
8 12 h ax4 ay4 

+ O(h4) = 0. 

Assuming the reliability of the underlying Taylor series expansion, the modified equation clearly 
shows that the highest accuracy (third-order) is obtained for K= 1/3 (upwind biased), and the lowest 
false diffusion for"= 1 (central). Euler flow computations [8] have shown that for stability reasons the 
upwind biased approximation is to be preferred above the central approximation. 
To avoid spurious non-monotonicity, a new limiter has been constructed for the "= 1/3 approxima
tion [10]. Let t;<fkj and (;~ki be the kth component (k=l,2,3,4) of qf+11i,j respectively if;+11iJ· 
Then a limited left and right state can be written as 

qH~) . = q<k) + J....1.l'R(k)Xq<k) - q<~ I ·) and 
I T ?/z,j I,) 2 'I'\ I,) I,) I ,) ' 

qr~ki = qf'J + ;1/,(1/Rfk.)1,j)(qfk.)1,j -qfic.)2,j), 

with 1/,(R) the limiter considered, and Rf'J the ratio 
,..(k) - (k) 

R(k) = 'fi + 1,j q,,1 
I,) ,.{k) _ q(k) .. 

'fi,j 1- l,j 

Using this notation, the limiter constructed for the"= 113 approximation reads 

R = R+2R 2 

1/,( ) 2-R+2R 2 • 

(3.8a) 

(3.8b) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

3.1.2. Solution of JD Riemann problem. Osher's scheme [14] has been preferred so far for the approxi
mate solution of the standard ID Riemann problem thus obtained. Osher's scheme has been chosen 
because of: (i) its continuous differentiability, and (ii) its consistent treatment of boundary conditions. 
(The continuous differentiability guarantees the applicability of a Newton type solution technique, 
which is what we make use of.) The question arises whether it is still a good choice to use Osher's 
scheme when diffusion also has to be modelled. Another, more widespread upwind scheme used in 
Navier-Stokes codes is van Leer's ftux splitting scheme [12, 16, 17, 20]. Reasons for its popularity 
are: (i) its likewise continuous differentiability, and (ii) its simplicity. The latter property is generally 
believed to be in contrast with Osher's scheme. (Recent work may help to reduce this difference, see 
e.g. [19].) In [9] a detailed error analysis is given for both sc~emes. The analysis is confined to the 
steady, 20, isentropic Euler equations for a perfect mono-atomic gas: 

1ffill + ~ = 0 with (3.11) 
ax ay ' 

f (q) = [~u2 +c2)], g(q) = [:~ ] . (3.12) 
puv p(v2 +c2) 
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(Notice that for an isentropic, perfect and mono-atomic gas c is a constant.) For a subsonic flow and 
a first-order accurate finite volume discretization on a grid with constant mesh size h, the system of 
modified equations has been derived for both Osher's and van Leer's scheme. For both systems we 
considered a subsonic shear flow (the new element) along a flat plate. For this Lamb's approximate 
solution was used. Substitution of Lamb's solution into the modified equation yields at the boundary 
layer edge a discretization error ratio as given in Fig. 3.2. In this figure, Ma denotes the Mach 
number at the boundary layer edge. The analysis gives some evidence for the superiority of Osher's 
scheme above van Leer's scheme, when dealing with shear flows. In section 5 results will be presented 
which show this superiority for the Navier-Stokes equations indeed. 

error van Leer 
error Osher 

x-momentum 

y-momentum 

mass 

c-i--~--.-~~~-,-~-.-~---t 

0 0.2 O.i 0.6 0.8 

Ma 

Fig. 3.2. Ratio of discretization errors at boundary layer edge. 

3.2. Evaluation of diffusive fluxes 
For the evaluation of the diffusive fluxes at a volume wall, it is necessary to compute grad(u), grad(v) 
and grad(c2) at that wall. For this we use a standard technique [15]. To compute for instance 
(grad(u));+i;,,j, we use Gauss' theorem: 

- I f (\7u);+!1,j- -- unds, 
Ai+'h,jan -

l+"J 

(3.13) 

with aO;+Yi,j the boundary and A;+i;,,j the area of a quadrilateral dummy volume D;+l1,j (Fig. 3.3) of 
which the vertices z =(x,y) are defined by: 

1 
Zi,j±'h = 2(Z;-'h,j±l1 + Z;+'h,j±J.S). (3.14) 

A similar expression exists for zi±l1,;· 

r-- --- -- --, ---
I I \ 

I I \ 

I O;+i;,,j \ 
I \ 
I 

I \ 
--- I _j -- --

Q .. 
'·l Di+I,j 

Fig. 3.3. Dummy volume '1; +!1,j· 



The line integrals J unxds and J unyds are approximated by 
ao, +KJ ao, +l!J 

J unxds = U;+l,j (Y; +1,j+Y.i-Yi +1,j-Y.i) 
aD,+ffJ 

+ U;+Y.i,j+Y.i (Yi,j+Y.i-Y;+1,j+Y.i) 

+ U·· I,) (Y;J-Y.i-y;,j+Y.i) 

+ U;+Y.i,j-Y.i (:y; + 1,j-Y.i -yi,j-Y.i)' 

and 

J unyds = 
aD,+l!J 

Ui+l,j (X;+l,j-Y.i - X;+l,j+J?) 

+ U; + l?,j +l? (x;+l,j+Y.i - xi,j+Y.i) 

+ U;. ,) (x;,j+l? - X;,j-J?) 

with for U;+Yz,j±Y.i the central expression 
1 

Ui+l?,j±Yz = 4(u;,j + U;,j±I + U;+l,j + U;+i,j±I). 

(3.15a) 

(3.15b) 

(3.16) 

Similar expressions are used for the other gradients, and other walls. For sufficiently smooth grids 
this central diffusive flux computation is second-order accurate. 

4. SoLUTION METHOD 

To efficiently solve the system of discretized equations, symmetric point Gauss-Seidel relaxation, 
accelerated by nonlinear multigrid (FAS), is applied. With the scalar convection diffusion equation 
(3.6) as a model, local mode analysis shows that 'symmetric point Gauss-Seidel + multigrid' con
verges fast for the first-order discretized equation, for any value of the mesh Reynolds number h I£ [9]. 
However, it appears to converge very slowly for the higher-order (1e= 1/3) discretized equation, for 
small and moderately large values of h 1£. It even appears to diverge for large values of h I£ [ 10]. The 
cause clearly is the higher-order discretization of the convection operator. No cure can be found in 
using some other 1eE[ -1, 1] [10]. As with the Euler equations [4,8], the difficulty in inverting the 
higher-order operator is by-passed by introducing iterative defect correction (IDeC) as an outer itera
tion for the nonlinear multigrid cycling. Let Fh(qh) denote the full, higher-order accurate operator, 
and Fh(qh) the less accurate operator that can be easily inverted. Then iterative defect correction can 
be written as 

Fh(q~) = o, (4.1) 

Fh(r/li + 1) = Fh(qg) - w Fh(qZ), n = 1,2, · · · ,N, 

where n denotes the nth iterand, and w a damping factor. The stanqard value for w is: w= 1. Special 
attention has been paid to the choice of the approximate operator Fh(qh) for the Navier-Stokes equa
tions. The operator necessarily has only first-order accurate convection, but the amount of diffus~on 
can be chosen freely. This freedom has been exploited by analyzing three approximate operators Fh: 
(i) an operator with full, second-order accurate diffusion, (ii) an operator with partial diffusion, and 
(iii) an operator without diffusion. The first approximate operator most closely resembles the higher
order operator Fh, and therefore has the best convergence properties. For sufficiently smooth prob
lems and a second-order accurate Fh, for the first approximate operator, theory [2] predicts the solu
tion to be second-order accurate after a single IDeC-cycle. Theory does not give this guarantee for the 
other approximate operators. The second approximate operator neglects the cross derivatives in the 
diffusive terms, but it has full second-order diffusion stemming from the remaining derivatives. The 
special feature of this operator is that for the evaluation of the convective and diffusive fluxes in the 
Navier-Stokes equations, the same five-point data structure can be used. The operator combines 
elegance and simplicity with a rather good resemblance to the higher-order operator. The third 
approximate operator considered was already known from the Euler work. Given its successful applica
tion there, it may be expected to be suitable for very large values of the mesh Reynolds number. 
Local mode analyses with (3.6) as a model equation, and experiments with the Navier-Stokes equa
tions showed the first approximate operator to have the best convergence properties indeed. Its rela
tive complexity has been taken for granted. The results presented in the next section have all been 
obtained with this operator. Though the mesh Reynolds numbers in the computations performed 
were large, we obeyed the rule m, + mp > 2m [2], where m, and mp denote the order of accuracy of the 
defect restriction and the correction prolongation respectively, and where 2m denotes the order of the 
differential equation( s) considered. We used a piecewise constant restriction (m, = 1) and a piecewise 
bilinear prolongation (mp =2). For further details about the multigrid method applied we refer to [9]. 
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5. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
To evaluate the computational method developed so far, the following flow problems have been con
sidered: (i) a subsonic flat plate flow, and (ii) a supersonic fiat plate flow with oblique shock wave -
boundary layer interaction. For the subsonic problem, the Blasius solution is used as a reference. For 
the supersonic problem comparisons are made with experimental results obtained by Hakkinen et al. 
[3]. For both flow problems we used: y= 1.4 and Pr=0.71. 

5.1. Subsonic flat plate flow 
The geometry and boundary conditions for this flow problem are given in Fig. 5.1. As far as convec
tion is concerned, the eastern boundary has been considered to be an outflow boundary. For diffusion 
the northern, southern and eastern boundary have been assumed to be far-field boundaries with zero 
diffusion. For this problem we only used grids composed of square finite volumes. As a coarsest grid 
in all multigrid computations we used: the 4X2-grid given in Fig. 5.2. For explicit details about 
boundary conditions and so on, we -again- refer to [9]. 

conv: v =O 

conv:p=l 
diff: zero 

east 

{
u =0.5 

c = I :nd north 

diff: zero 

conv: wall 
diff: symmetry 

west 

x 

conv: wall 
diff: adiabatic wall 

conv: wall 
diff: symmetry 

Fig. 5.1. Geometry and boundary conditions subsonic fiat plate flow 
(conv: convection, diff: diffusion). 

"' ::n. 
Cl 

.. 
-1 

... ... ' ' ... ............ "' '' 
,,,,,,, 

-0.5 0.5 
x 

Fig. 5.2. Coarsest grid subsonic fiat plate flow. 

conv:p =I 
diff: zero 



5.1.1. Osher's and van ~er's s~heme. To co?Ipare Osher's and van Leer's scheme, we performed for 
both schemes an _exp~nment with h- (ID:esh size) and Re-variation, using the first-order approximation 
only. (Because this will ~ho:"' best the differences). Results obtained are given in Fig. 5.3. The results 
clearly. sho~ the_ supenonty of Osher's scheme, in particular under hard conditions (first-order 
approXlffiatlon, hi~ mesh Reynolds number). In further experiments, we continued -with Osher's 
scheme only. (Nonce that for both schemes the exact numerical solution has been obtained for 
Re= 10100 .) 

h =l/8 h = 1/16 h = 1132 

0.2 O.i 0.6 0.6 0.2 0.i 0.6 o.e 0.2 O.i 0.6 0.8 

u/u8 u/u8 u/u6 

a. h-variation with Re= 100 ( 0 : Osher, D : van Leer). 

0 0.2 O.i 0.6 O.& 0 0.2 O.i 0.6 0.8 

u/u8 u!u8 

b. Re-variation with h = 1/32 (left: Osher, right: van Leer). 

Fig. 5.3. Velocity profiles at x =O for the subsonic flat plate flow(-----: Blasius solution). 

5.1.2. Multigrid behaviour. To investigate the convergence properties of the nonlinear multigrid tech
nique we considered the subsonic flat plate flow at Re= 100, using the first-order discretized equations 
and Osher's approximate Riemann solver. Investigated have been: the measure of grid independence 
of the convergence rate, the multigrid effectiveness and the influence of the order of accuracy of the 
prolongation. To measure the grid independence, we performed 20 FAS-cycles on a 16X8-, a 32Xl6-
and a 64X32-grid. For the multigrid effectiveness we performed 21 symmetric relaxation sweeps on 
the 64X 32-grid. Further, to investigate the influence of the order of accuracy of the prolongation, we 
performed again 20 FAS-cycles with the 64 X 32-grid as finest grid, but now with the piecewise con
stant correction prolongation (mp=l, so violating the rule mr+111p>2m). The results are found in 
Fig. 5.4. They clearly show that, for the flow considered, the multigrid method is nearly grid
independent and highly effective. The effect of the order of accuracy of the prolongation appears to 
be negligible. 
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Fig. 5.4. Multigrid behaviour. 

64 X 32-grid, multigrid (mp = 1) 

5.1.3. Convergence to first- and second-order accuracy. Theory predicts that a single FAS-cycle may be 
sufficient for obtaining first-order accuracy [4]. Further, as already mentioned, for smooth problems 
theory predicts a single IDeC-cycle to be sufficient for obtaining second-order accuracy [2]. To investi
gate the convergence properties with respect to these two predictions we computed again solutions on 
the 16X8-, 32Xl6- and 64X32-grid for Re=100. We performed the computations for successively 
the first-order and the (non-limited) ic= 113 approximation. Solutions obtained after 1 FAS-cycle and 
1 IDeC-cycle (with inside the latter only 1 FAS-cycle) are given in Fig. 5.5a respectively 5.5b. Assum
ing the Blasius solution to be the exact solution, it can be verified that the results obtained (more or 
less) satisfy the theoretical predictions. In order to compare, for both discretizations the fully con
verged solutions (square markers) have been given. Additionally, for the first-order discretization only, 
the single 64X32-grid solution as obtained after 1,2,3 and 4 symmetric relaxation sweeps has been 
given. The latter solutions clearly show once more the effectiveness of the multigrid technique. 

h = 1/8 h = 1116 h = 1/32 

a. First-order (0 : after l FAS-cycle, 0 : after 20 FAS-cycles). 

h = 1/8 h = 1116 h = 1132 

a 0.2 o.<1 o.6 o.e 0.2 o.i o.6 a.a 0.2 o.t 0.6 o.e 
u/u8 ulua ulu8 

b. Non-limited second-order (0 : after 1 IDeC-cycle, 0 : after 50 IDeC-cycles). 

Fig. 5.5. Velocity profiles at x =O for the subsonic fiat plate ft.ow(-----: Blasius solution). 



5.2. Supersonic flat plate flow with oblique shock wave - boundary layer interaction 
As reference test case from [3] we considered the experiment performed at Re=2.96 H>5. At first we 
tried to make a satisfactory grid. Since the present code has the possibility to compute Euler flows, it 
is easy to optimize the grid for convection only. For the present test case this led via the 80X32-grid 
shown in Fig.5.6a to the 80 X 32-grid in Fig. 5.6b. 

a. Rectangular grid(-----: shock wave). b. Oblique grid. 

Fig. 5.6. Finest grids supersonic fiat plate flow. 

The corresponding inviscid surface pressure distributions as obtained by Osher's scheme, and with the 
first-order, the non-limited 1e= 1/3 and the limited 1e= 1/3 approximation are given in Fig. 5.7. The 
poor solution quality on the rectangular grid is clear. (For details about boundary conditions used 
and so on, we refer to [10].) 

x 

a. On rectangular grid. b. On oblique grid. 

Fig. 5.7. Inviscid surface pressure distributions supersonic flat plate fiow 
( 0 : first-order, !:::.. : non-limited higher-order, 0 : limited higher-order). 

Together with the measured data, the computed viscous surface pressure distributions are given in 
Fig. 5.8. First we consider the results obtained on the rectangular grid. Given the bad inviscid solu
tions, obtained on the regular grid, it should be noticed that the good resemblance of the experimen
tal and the second-order accurate viscous surf ace pressure distribution is absolutely f a.ke. Since for 
this standard test case most authors use rectangular grids, and since most codes smear out discon
tinuities which are not aligned with the grid, a lot of good resemblance ever found for this test case 
might in fact be deceptive. Considering the results obtained on the oblique grid and comparing at first 
the computed surface pressure distributions, we see that diffusion has done its job in qualitatively 
different ways. In downstream direction, the second-order pressure distribution in the interaction 
region shows successively: a compression, a plateau and another compression. The computed second
order accurate surface pressure distribution is characteristic for a shock wave - boundary layer 
interaction with separation bubble (i.e. with separation and re-attachment), whereas the first-order dis
tribution typically is the distribution belonging to a non-separating flow. Given the occurrence of a 
separation bubble in the experimental results indeed, the first-order solution (on this 80X32-grid) has 
to be rejected. Comparing the second-order and measured surface pressure distribution, it appears 
that the latter is more strongly diffused. An explanation for this quantitative difference is lacking. 
Due to all kinds of uncertainties a detailed quantitative comparison is probably impossible. Uncertain 
in the experiment are for instance: cross flow influences (3D effects), non-observed though influential 
turbulence, some slight heat transfer through the wall, and so on. Uncertainties in the computation 
are for instance: a possibly too crude boundary condition treatment somewhere, the neglect of tem
perature dependence in the diffusion coefficients, and so on. 
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a. On rectangular grid. 

. 

~ i ~ • 
• ;j • 

. ··~· . /; 
~ : 

b. On oblique grid. 

Fig. 5.8. Viscous surface pressure distributions supersonic fiat plate flow 
(0 : first-order, D : limited second-order, • : measured). 

:.s 

In Fig. 5.9 some measured and computed velocity profiles are given. Once more, the figures clearly 
show the good quality of the second-order results. Remarkable for both the first- and second-order 
velocity profiles is the good agreement with the experimental data in the upper part of the boundary 
layer at x = 3.62 HP I Re. Both solutions seem to give a correct prediction of the growth of the boun
dary layer thickness through the interaction region. 

0 0.2 0.1 :.6 0.8 0.2 0.1 0.6 0.8 0 0.2 D.1 0.6 a.a 
u!u6 ulu6 ulua 

a. x =2.27 HP I Re b. x =2.87 IOS I Re c. x =3.62 IOS I Re 

Fig. 5.9. Velocity profiles supersonic fiat plate flow 
(0 : first-order, D : limited second-order, • : measured). 

To obtain the second-order accurate solution we had to use: w = 0.5 in ( 4.1 ). Despite of the damping 
used, the computation is still quite efficient. For a detailed account of convergence rates and comput
ing times we refer to [10]. 

6. CONCLUSION 

To our opinion, an important practical result of the present paper is the illustrated importance of 
carefully checking the reliability of a computed Navier-Stokes solution. In particular, the reliability 
should be checked with respect to the numerical errors introduced by the discretization of the convec
tive part. This seems a trivial remark, but it appears that one is not sufficiently aware of this problem in 
practice. For a viscous hypersonic flow computation around a winged reentry vehicle, with several 
severe shock wave - boundary layer interactions, such a check might be of paramount importance. 

The present approach allows an easy check of false diffusion: the same code can be used both for 
viscous ( l /Re > 0 ) and inviscid ( 1 I Re = 0 ) flow computations. 



7. PRESENT AND FUfURE RESEARCH 

~t the ~oment the existing (perfect gas) Euler code is extended to hypersonics. This seems to be pos
sible without (much) loss of efficiency. However, it appears that the solution of hypersonic flows 
requires a special treatment near stagnation points. A report is in preparation [5]. 

The Navier-Stokes research seems worth to be continued. A next development will be the introduc
tion of adaptive grid refinement. Further, a convergence rate improvement by the choice of another 
basic relaxation scheme still seems to be possible. 
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